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Cumulus Networks Overview
BETTER, FASTER, EASIER NETWORKS
Cumulus Networks is demystifying the complexity of networking while developing a
simplified foundation that enables you to address your growing business needs.

Cumulus Linux
Cumulus® Linux® is a native Linux
network operating system designed for
data center network infrastructures that
runs on industry-standard hardware.
It accelerates networking functions on
over 40 switch models (1G, 10G, 40G
and 100G) from 8 different OEMs with
your choice of optics and two brands of
silicon. Cumulus Linux acts as a platform
for modern data center networking
tools, enabling network operators to
manage switches like servers.

Switch for All Uses
Cumulus Linux provides standard networking functions such as bridging, routing, VLANs,
MLAG, IPv4/IPv6, OSPF/BGP, access control, VRF, VXLAN, and VXLAN overlays. Cumulus
Linux switches address the same business needs as a traditional switch.
Native Linux Operating Model
Cumulus Linux embodies native Linux networking containing supercharged versions of the
kernel and other networking related packages while retaining compatibility with the full
range of software available in Debian. Your favorite tools for networking and operations are
an ‘apt-get’ away; networking can easily fit into your operational framework.
Robust Hardware Ecosystem
In true Linux fashion, Cumulus Linux supports a broad ecosystem of global hardware
partners, giving you unprecedented access to cables, optics, silicon, and systems.

Better

Faster

Easier

Design and build networks with
web-scale performance and
capacity to scale.

Deploy state-of-the-art networking
silicon, switches, cables, and optics
without breaking the bank.

Automate and manage your
network in a sophisticated way
with a small team.

Cumulus Linux Architecture
Cumulus Linux is first and foremost a networking-focused Linux
distribution. It enables modern data center architectures while
providing a transition path for traditional data center architectures,
with support for layer 2, layer 3, and overlay architectures.
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Automation: Manage switches like servers with
automation tools
Modern data center orchestration, management,
monitoring, and troubleshooting with consistent tools
across the infrastructure
Prescriptive Topology Manager verifies
physical/logical topology consistency based on a
user-specified network graph
Overlay networks enable flexibility and rapid
provisioning of multi-tenant networks

USER SPACE
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Auto-provisioning: Installing with ONIE and configuring
with zero touch provisioning simplify operations

LINUX KERNEL
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High capacity IP fabrics enable scale, simplicity,
and rapid evolution

CUMULUS LINUX
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Native Linux Networking Tools
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Customers Using Cumulus Linux

“DreamHost’s large-scale, high-capacity cloud network is
greatly enhaced by the use of Cumulus technology, giving
us hardware platform flexinility, significantly improced

“We have already realized about 35% reduction in

automation and management, and fantastic performance”

CapEx on switching hardware and software”

View Case Study
go.cumulusnetworks.com/dreamhost-case-study

Watch Video
go.cumulusnetworks.com /medallia-video

“With Cumulus Linux, we were able to move away from

“Cumulus Linux has the best support we’ve experiences.

a Fibre Channel/SAN framework to a more modern way

The prompt responses and clear communication make

of supporting our business growth”

the support exceed that of other vendors”

Watch Video
go.cumulusnetworks.com/customer-testimonial

View Infographic
go.cumulusnetworks.com/switch-customer-infographic

Try Cumulus Linux

Cumulus VX
¨

Virtual Experience

Cumulus VX is a community-supported virtual appliance that enables cloud admins and network
engineers to preview and test Cumulus Networks technology at zero cost. You can build sandbox
environments to learn Open Networking concepts, prototype network operations, and script and
develop applications risk free. With Cumulus VX, you can get started with Open Networking at
your pace, on your time, and in your environment! — cumulusnetworks.com/cumulus-vx

Contact Cumulus Networks Sales Team
call +1 650-383-6700 or email
sales@cumulusnetworks.com

For more information visit cumulusnetworks.com, or follow @cumulusnetworks.
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